Murder on the Menu

Members of Ontario Xi Theta Eta, Kitchener,
recently time-traveled to the 1920s to solve a murder!
The party game Murder at the Four Deuces fueled
an out-of-the-ordinary party. Sisters and their
significant others adopted characters, dressed in
period attire, and enjoyed 1920s drinks and food
while they attempted to solve a fictional murder at
Winning detective Julie Barlow and
a speakeasy/casino.
her husband, Ray.
“Since our chapter has had a recent
turnover in members, this was an
amazing and fun way to get to know
the new members,” said Anna Baldwin.
Member Katherine Silver organized
the event, which members said was
one of the more entertaining gatherings the chapter has had. Members
enjoyed prizes for the best dressed
and for the best actors.
“One of our newest members, Julie
Barlow, was the sleuth who solved
the murder,” Baldwin explained. “It Katherine and Gary
was a highly entertaining evening, and Silver, hosts of the
we recommend others give it a try!”
“murder.”
- Submitted by Anna Baldwin

From left to right: Stephanie Doyle,
Katherine Silver, Anna Anderson,
Amberlee O’Connor of Ontario
Delta Rho, Cambridge, Anna
Baldwin, and Jasmine Peters.

A Day at the Zoo

Envoy II Hagen Vickers, Legacy Gracie Vickers and Envoy II Hank Vickers enjoyed a day at the zoo in Birmingham, Alabama. They’re the grandchildren of their sponsor, Syble Lamons, of Alabama Xi Sigma, McCalla,
who celebrated 40 years with Beta Sigma Phi in November. When the kids
came from Starkville, Mississippi to visit their “Granny Syble,” the chapter
turned out to celebrate, holding a picnic, party and trip to the zoo. The
family and chapter wore Beta Sigma Phi t-shirts.
“The children had so much fun that it will go down in history as a great
Beta Sigma Phi day and the perfect way to let others see what Beta
Sigma Phi is all about!” Syble said.
- Submitted by Syble Lamons
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